AGENDA ITEM #1.
Scott L. Ford
Council Report / March 13, 2018
Wednesday, February 28th
IGA that will Govern the CLEF
Dan Foote reviewed some of the key provisions needed in the IGA that will govern operations of
the CLEF. Most of the discussion focused on clearly defining the on-going responsibilities of
Routt County and the City of Steamboat Springs in the operations of the CLEF. Kathi Meyer was
also in attendance.

Thursday, March 1st
URAAC Monthly Meeting
As a follow-up to the previous month’s meeting reviewed with the URAAC the specific impact
the TIF was having on various entities with a property tax. There are going to be future
discussions on how best to address new property taxes and the TIF.

Wednesday, March 7th
SSCRA Marketing Meeting
Review of the options associated with the upcoming marketing campaign (Print/Web/Social
Media). The key focus of the options presented was to replace the “get up here” with a tag line
“More Colorado”. Essentially communicating that in Steamboat Springs you get more of what
Colorado has to offer.

Planned
Thursday, March 8th
SSCRA Monthly Board Meeting

Friday, March 9th
Coffee with Council

Sunday, March 11th
Hot Dog Cooking with Council at Howelsen Hill

Other Items:
Follow-up to 2/21 discussion regarding exploration Emergency Services Consolidation
(Attached)
Brynn-Gray
We are about to enter a different phase in the discussion with Brynn-Gray with their submission
of the fiscal impact study of the proposed annexation. Up until this point the conversations
have been essentially theoretical. I know that we will have questions associated with the fiscal
impact study. What procedures do we want to follow with these questions that transparency is
assured?

1.1

Fellow City Council Members –
RE: Exploring A Consolidated Emergency Services District
Lisel and I have been tasked with exploring the possible consolidation of Emergency Services (all things
fire) with the Steamboat Springs Area Fire Protection District (SSAFPD).
As a follow-up to a meeting with members of the SSAFPD board, Lisel and I outlined a collection of
pros/cons that were likely associated with consolidation of Emergency Services into a single district. We
presented that at the 2/21 Council meeting during Council Reports.
What followed was a lively and wide-ranging discussion associated with providing a core service of the
city. The direction we received was to return on 3/13 and provide more detail and specifically numbers.
With the help of Gary, Kim, Mel and Alan this is what we have done.
I volunteered to take the lead in pulling the numbers together in a context that will hopefully help
Council have an informed discussion. This is a very complex issue but an important one to be well
understood. I have enjoyed doing this because I learn best when I need to prepare to discuss a complex
issue in detail. I am prepared to do that on 3/13.
Looking forward to our discussion.
Thanks!
Scott

1.2

It is necessary to have the discussion about Emergency Services (AKA – All things Fire) on two levels.
The first level focuses on the future funding status of Emergency Services as a general fund expense.
Essentially from an organizational perspective, this level would be the status quo, however, recognizing
the need for additional funding for current and future needs. The second level of focus is on what are
some of the fiscal topics associated with creating a consolidated district. Obviously, there is a great deal
of overlap in these discussions but looking at the two areas separately will hopefully be a starting point
to discuss the options available.
First Level
The 2018 budget for Fire Services is $4,097,168. (page 71 of the 2018 adopted budget). This
expenditure is off-set by $1,745,816 in revenue received from intergovernmental agreements
($920,748), fees charged for services ($823,068) and $2,000 for other income. The net cost to
the City’s general fund is $2,314,272. This amount represents about 6.4% ($2,414,727 ÷
$36,286,215 = 0.0637)

2019 Operational Budget
Status Quo – (Net Operational Increase of $304,000)
As we approach 2019, there will be a request to increase net funding by $304K. This
amount includes an adjustment in the pay plan based on skills attainment (5%) and City
wide personnel pay increases (3%) of $200K and the hiring of three full-time floaters (1
medic and 2 EMT) totaling $236K. These increases are off-set by the elimination of fourpart time personnel and overtime which collectively total $132K. ($200K+$236K less
$132K = $304K)
The $304K net increase does not improve the current level of service. It also assumes
NO increase in 2019 call volume over the 2018 levels. (When annualized over the past
five years the Call volume has been increasing 3%. Perhaps more important is the mix of
calls. The volume of concurrent calls is increasing by 5%). Call volume exhibit attached.
Fully Staffed Scenario – Net Increase of $876,000)
In 2019 to fully staff to meet the services level benchmarks established by National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) would require a net funding increase of $876K. This
amount includes an adjustment to the pay plan of $200K. Hiring of three FTE floaters (1
medic and 2 EMT) at $236K, six FTEs consisting of one firefighter/EMT and 1
firefighter/Paramedic for each of the three shifts totaling $480K and Deputy Fire
Marshal at $92,000 to help with administrative duties and development plan reviews.
All of these increases total $1,008,000. These increases are off-set by the elimination of
four-part time personnel and overtime is collectively totaling $132K.

2019 Capital Budget
Under either of the two operational options listed above (status quo or fully staffed), there is a
planned capital expense for the design of a new downtown fire station of $800K. Specific
location currently is TBD.
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2020 Operational Budget
There would be an increase 1 FTE. a Training Captain at the cost of $114.5K plus a department
wide pay adjustments totaling $327.7K.

2020 Capital Budget
$8 million has been identified in the six-year CIP for the construction of a new station and
purchase/replacement of equipment. At this point of the discussion the $8 million is only a
placeholder for future expense.
For illustrative purpose only, the current Mountain Station is 8,280 feet. If it were to be
duplicated somewhere in the downtown area at a cost of $400 per square foot, (the CLEF less
the communication Center is priced at $377 per square foot), the building would be about $3.3
million. This does not include land cost.

2021 Operational Budget
Increase in annual personnel cost by $1.3 million. This assumes the staffing requirements
associated with a NEW fire station to meet the service levels benchmarks established by NFPA.
3 FTE (Battalion Chief’s) + 6 FTEs (1 lieutenant & 1 Fire Fighter/Paramedic per 3 shifts) + 2 FTE
Floaters Paramedic/EMT + 1 FTE Administrative Assistance. TOTAL FTEs = 12. Plus, department
wide pay pan adjustment of about $418K

2021 Capital Budget
$2.6 million is the estimated cost for upgrade/replacement cost of equipment and the design
cost for training facility/west station. This would be a new facility in the Steamboat II area.

2022 Operational Budget
Increase in annual personnel cost of about $700K to staff the west station. 6 FTE (1 paramedic &
1 officer per 3 shifts + 1 FTE Floater. TOTAL FTEs = 7. Plus, department wide pay plan
adjustment of $539K.

2022 Capital Budget
About $6 million is estimated for the construction of the west/station facility and equipment
cost.
General Fund Obligation Summary –
General Fund Obligations
 Personnel
 Operations
 Intergovernmental
 Fee for Services
NET TOTAL
Notes:







2019
$3,981,887
$992,735
-$1,324,248
-$535,000
$3,115,374

2020
$4,424,098
$1,042,372
-$1,475,947
-$561,750
$3,428,773

2021
$6,142,066
$1,563,558
-$1,800,00
-$589,838
$5,315,786

2022
$7,381,029
$2,032,625
-$1,800,000
-$619,329
$6,994,325

Assumes fully staffing to meet NFPA service benchmarks beginning in 2019
Personnel cost increasing by 8% annually. This includes the incorporation of skills-based compensation plan that is
estimated to increase personal cost by 5% annually. This is in addition to a 3% average City Pay increase.
Staffing new station in 2021 & staffing proposed west station beginning in 2022
Intergovernmental Revenue equals 27% of Personnel and Operations. The SSAFPD currently offsets the net Fire/EMS
operating budget by 26%-28% depending on the cost allocation annual recalculation and 33% of capital. The 33% is a
set percentage and the operating percentage fluctuates slightly.
Beginning in 2021 the SSAFPD will be at the voter approved maximum of 9 mills. Based on an assessed valuation of
$200 million = $1,800,000 revenues.

1.4

In 2018 Emergency Services represented about 6.4% of general fund revenues. For 2019 discussion
purposes only if the 2018 general fund revenue is increased by 3% and the budget is developed at 95%
of that number, the budget for Emergency Services would represent 8.7%. Following the same
methodology below is the percent of the budget Emergency Services will represent thru 2022:
Year




Percent of General Fund
9.3%
2020
14.1%
2021
18.1%
2022

Second Level – Consolidation

District 2017 Assessed Values = $193.6 Million

City Limits 2017 Assessed Values = $551.1 Million

This the size of the “Doughnut Hole”

Shape approximates assessment values as of 2017 At a 25% / 75% split. Actual map attached.
Geographically the Steamboat Springs Fire Protection District covers 428 square miles and services a
population of approximately 8,000.
The City of Steamboat Springs is approximately 10 square miles with a full-time population of
approximately 13,000 and a seasonal fluctuating visitor population of approximately 300,000 to 400,000
over the course of a year. Part-time residents are not included.
Currently the SSAFPD has a mill levy of 6.259. They have voter approval to increase the mill levy to 9.0.

1.5

Revenue Scenario of including City of Steamboat Springs into the SSAFPD at existing mill levy of 6.259:
2017 Assessed
Valuation
$193,646,460
$551,082,507

Mill Levy

2018 Estimated
Property Tax Revenue
SSAFPD
6.259
$1,212,033
Steamboat City Limits
6.259
$3,449,225
TOTAL
$4,661,258
Revenue Scenario of including City of Steamboat Springs into the SSAFPD at maximum allowed mill levy
of 9.000:
2017 Assessed
Valuation
$193,646,460
$551,082,507

Mill Levy

2018 Estimated
Property Tax Revenue
SSAFPD
9.000
$1,742,818
Steamboat City Limits
9.000
$4,959,742
TOTAL
$6,702,560
Impact of the SSAFPD property tax mill levy in Steamboat Springs based on $500,000 of market value.

At existing mill levy of 6.259
Residential
$500,0000 x 7.2% = Assessed Value of 36,000 X .006259 = $225 annually
Commercial
$500,000 x 29% = Assessed Value of 145,000 X .006259 = $908 annually

At maximum allowed mill levy of 9.000
Residential
$500,0000 x 7.2% = Assessed Value of $36,000 X .009000 = $332 annually
Commercial
$500,000 x 29% = Assessed Value of $145,000 X .009000 = $1,305 annually
Proposed Next Steps:
There are several ways that the City of Steamboat Springs and the SSAFPD could consolidate
into a single entity providing emergency services. The most likely avenue, and the avenue
currently being discussed with the SSAFPD board, would be to expand boundaries to include
properties within the city limits.
If this is viewed by City Council as viable option, the next step would be the drafting of a
document called a "Pre-Inclusion Agreement" and it would address the following issues:
 A statement that the District and the City have agreed to pursue inclusion of the City in
the District. inclusion proceedings would be initiated by resolution of the District Board,
but the District will want some sort of indication that the City Council supports inclusion.
 Timing of, allocation of costs, and responsibility for performance for the various
inclusion procedures:
o District financial plan, how it will fund the provision of services;
o District name, if there will be a name change;

1.6

Terms of transfer of City employees to District employment and management of
employment related liabilities, such as retirement benefit programs, health care
benefits, etc.;
Terms and conditions of transfer of assets and real property;
Terms of the election, including any offsets or reductions of existing City taxes.
o


o

The Pre-Inclusion Agreement requires specialized legal assistance. This pre-inclusion agreement will be
the foundation and guide of future discussions with the SSAFPD. The estimated cost to develop this
type of agreement is $10,000. This expense would be split with the SSAFPD on a City = 2/3 and District
1/3.
Discussion topics:
Yes or No on proceeding with the drafting of a “Pre-Inclusion Agreement”. If Yes, source of
funds for the City’s share of the $10,000.
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12 Month Rolling Total Call Volume
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Steamboat Springs Rural Fire Protection District
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